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An outstanding third edition of NAMC 
has given us immense confidence 
and insights on the long term growth 

of the manufacturing industry in India. 
The macro-economy and policy evolution 
in the country shows great opportunity 
for the manufacturing sector to access 
global markets. On this note, I take pride 
in inviting the manufacturing facilities in 
India to participate and benefit from the 
fourth edition of the National Awards for 
Manufacturing Competitiveness. I wish all the 
participating companies the very best

AnAnd Louie,
Director,  
International Research  
Institute for Manufacturing, India

The International Research Institute for Manufacturing 
is a professional body involved in supporting the 
manufacturing industry in various parts of the world 
through research, consulting and training services. 
We are considered as the most preferred partner by 
renowned manufacturing organizations when it comes 
to deploying the right manufacturing strategy.  
We seek to be agents of positive change.
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nAtionAL AwArds for MAnufActuring  
coMpetitiveness 2016-17

1
It asserts a strong 
message to your 

stakeholders about 
your organization’s 

genuine advancement 
in manufacturing.

Our proprietary and 
proven assessment 
methodology will 

explore, identify and 
improve the elements 
of your organization’s 

manufacturing 
competitiveness.

2 3

Participating in 
a national level 
program builds 
confidence and 
morale in your 
organization.

4
It adds momentum to 
your organization’s 

journey towards 
manufacturing 

competitiveness.

56
It creates an excellent 
opportunity to learn, 

share and deploy 
best practices across 

various sectors.

The various interactive 
sessions during the 

assessment would revisit 
and evaluate the strategic 

priorities of the facility 

6 ways your 
organization
would benefit 

from namC 
PartiCiPation

our proMise
“We will deliver an enriching 

experience for your manufacturing 
team. The expert team conducting 
the assessment would encourage 

and enable positive changes in 
your organization.”

Mission
“To appraise and applaud the 

manufacturing competitiveness 
of organizations in India and 

encourage them in their process 
of becoming world class.”
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Priority-Adapt tm

on-site assessment
Priority-Adapt refers to the unique methodology of assessment that involves 

key functional managers to derive a priority equation relating to key elements of 
the organization’s manufacturing competitiveness. The weightages for each of the 
IRIM’s 10 Indicators of Manufacturing  competitiveness is unique for each facility. It 
is done through an interactive group exercise in which factors of opinions, business 

imperatives and probability of success are incorporated into a quantitative matrix. The 
entire three day assessment is then tailor-made in accordance to the evolved formula.

Engages key functional managers 
in thought provoking group 

discussions.

Quantifies the relevance of the 
assessment findings to the growth 

plans of the organizations.

Higher importance is given 
to issues that matter to the 

participating site.

Negates the need to create
bulky application documents

Focused in developing a road 
map towards more competitive 
manufacturing

Encapsulates sector-specific trends, 
opportunities and challenges into the 
assessment model

salient features of the 
Priority-Adapttm onsite assessment
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assessment methodology
10 indicators of manufacturing Competitiveness

adaptability 
to customer
and market 

requirements

Planning and
implementation
of improvement

initiatives

hands-on
leadership

deployment

availability
of critical

information at
required stages

data based
decision

making at all
levels

stability in performance in
changing external

and internal environment

maintain
challenge of
prevailing
processes

ability to
map and
optimize

work flow

ensuring 
continuous

maturation on 
all processes

ability to nurture learning
environment and deploy 

workforce talent
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How does your fAciLity  
eArn An AwArd?

A facility scoring above 76 and having the 
highest score among other facilities across 
all sectors would earn the NAMC award

nAMc AwArd

No significant progress 
towards becoming 

competitive

The company's 
manufacturing setup is 
continuously improving its 
ability to complement the 
business strategy.

The process of enabling business 
strategy through improvement in 
manufacturing has began.

The company has identified the key 
matrices in manufacturing that would 
complement the business strategy of 

an organization.

The company has shown good 
improvements in manufacturing 
matrices that would complement 
business strategy of an organization
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ge 1 

Stage 2 

Stage 3  

Stage 4

Bronze

A facility scoring 56 
and above would earn 

the bronze medal

Gold

A facility scoring 76 
and above would 

earn the gold medal

A facility scoring 66 
and above would 

earn the silver medal

Silver
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wHAt tHe eXperts speAK!

“The award journey was exciting 
and has given us valuable insight to 
improve our competitiveness. This is 
the beginning of our journey and I think 
it will help us in achieving our vision of 
becoming a world class enterprise”.

“An after assessment feedback given to us 
is valuable and the beauty of assessment 
lies in their “Priority-AdaptTm”. They go 
to the site and decide the priority at the 
facility based on our inputs and then give 
us the feedback. We are very confident that 
after the feedback given by we will improve 
based on those and this is a small step for 
a big leap”.

“The awards evaluation process has 
helped us in identifying gaps and deciding 
our strategy for future. We wish to take 
our organization’s competitiveness to a 
Higher Level. This will help our company 
JK Tyre to deliver unmatched value to our 
stakeholders”.

“most important for us during that 
exercise is the learning on many key 
performance indicators that could be 
applied for our service departments. 
This helped us to integrate the service 
functions in our manufacturing excellence 
journey”.

“In the last seven years we have 
implemented various initiatives in 
quality and cost. We are happy to 
receive this award. The assessment 
team has identified many opportunities 
for improvement that require work, we 
are confident that we will improve in 
those areas in the coming years”.

“The method of assessment 
is excellent and it is a very 
customised to the business and 
we consider this silver award as 
a starting point and we will come 
stronger with a gold in the future”.

“We need a supply chain which is not only flexible, agile and lean but also 
responsive and responsible. We need to win not just today but tomorrow as well. To 
do this and to make this happen successfully Our barotiwala unit was nominated 
as the first site in which we launched the WCm and it gives me immense 
satisfaction and pride when we get recognised for our work for our efforts and 
progression by an institute as reputed as IRIm”.

Hindustan Zinc Ltd. Triveni Engineering and Industries Ltd.

V Guard Industries Ltd

JK Tyre & Industries Ltd

Godfrey Phillips India Ltd Wendt India Ltd

Hindustan Unilever Ltd

“We have participated  in a lot of awards. 
The most important thing we liked is the 
way they calculate the competitiveness 
index, that looks into which indicator 
is more important taking into account 
critical aspects of each location and each 
industry. This is very unique and different 
from other awards. This is a small step in 
a long journey”.

“We have also learnt a lot from 
the assessment process especially 
the assessors had come out and 
suggested us this concept of internal 
customers when you are interacting 
among various departments”.

Mahindra & Mahindra Ltd.

Carrier Airconditioning & Refrigeration Ltd

“This award is really satisfying 
and gives us further strength and 
confidence that we are in the right 
path and this 100 mile journey starts 
with the first step”.

Hindustan Petroleum Corporation Ltd.Greaves Cotton Ltd.

“In Greaves Cotton we have to continuously 
align all our efforts to meet customer 
expectations of quality, cost, delivery, 
development and response. We thank 
IRIm for conducting the audit and finding 
us worthy of their award. Using the 
improvement suggestions given by them we 
will work hard to improve on those and pitch 
in for higher recognition in the future”.
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rigorous

HigHLy interActive

Our workshops are based on best practice thinking, which is 
derived from the extensive emerging industry and market insight 
analysis which IRIM conducts.

All workshop group sizes are kept to a small number of delegates 
to allow a high level of interaction and to ensure that all individual’s 
learning objectives are met.

Our consultants work with you throughout the workshop to 
create Personal Development Plans for you – so you have an 
actionable list to take away with you to ensure that the learning is 
transferred to the workplace.

trAnsferAbLe LeArning

tHe MAnufActuring 
coMpetitiveness worKsHop
The two day workshop can be attended by delegates from the 
participating companies of NAMC. It is designed to develop internal 
champions for manufacturing competitiveness. The workshop 
would be conducted by trainers from IRIM who have experience of 
evaluating hundreds of manufacturing sites.
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industry seCtor

Auto and Auto Ancillary Industrial Goods

Building Material and Cement Consumer Products 

Heavy Engineering Metal and Mining

HealthcareChemicals and Food 

Fertilizer and Agro ChemicalsPetrochemical and Refineries

Paper and Packaging Process sector 

we’re priviLeged to be worKing witH 
soMe of tHe best And Most forwArd 
LooKing orgAnizAtions in indiA.
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ALL MAnufActuring sites tHAt 
HAve operAtions in indiA cAn be  
A pArt of tHis AwArds progrAM

Each facility would be primarily categorized in accordance to their sales turnover. The 
facility would have to mail us a duly filled enrollment form along with an enrollment fee. The 

assessment fee would be applicable only for the shortlisted (based on the data provided in the 
application document) facilities.

* All fees and charges are inclusive of Service Tax

16tH dec 
2016

Last date for 
Receiving 

Enrollment form

21stJuLy 
2017

NAMC Awards 
Event

15tH, 16tH  
dec-2016

The Manufacturing 
Competitiveness 

Workshop

deceMber 
2016

Commencement of 
Site Assessments

June  
2017

Awards 
Finalization

Turnover of 
Manufacturing 

Facility

Applicable 
Category

Assessment 
Charges

Enrollment 
Fee

Below 150 Cr 

150 Cr - 500 Cr 

500 Cr - 2000 Cr 

2000 Cr and Above 

Emerging 

Medium 

Large 

Very Large 

INR 89,550 /-

INR 89,550 /-

INR 89,550 /- 

INR 89,550 /- 

INR 1,96,000 /-

INR 3,24,000 /-

INR 4,47,000 /-

INR 5,68,000 /-
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The awards ceremony for the National Awards for Manufacturing 
Competitiveness would be one among the most prestigious industry events in 
the year 2017. It will be attended by industry experts, policy makers, investors 
and various other stakeholders of the manufacturing industry in India.

Panel discussions on hot topics related to manufacturing management 
and industrial economics will be part of the event. It shall be moderated 
by experts from the media and research industry.

A best practice summit in which companies share finer nuances of 
their successful methodologies and practices that helped them in their 
journey towards becoming more competitive.

nAtionAL AwArds 
for MAnufActuring 
coMpetitiveness - 
AwArds cereMony

discuss - debAte - decide
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GET INVOLVED
• Network with manufacturing decision makers from all over India

• Influence industry trends

•  Receive the latest essential manufacturing insights  
and information

• Share best practices and collaborate with other members

•  Attend our training programme and develop expert  
knowledge and skills

• Improve your organization’s manufacturing performance

• Raise your organization’s profile

• Demonstrate manufacturing leadership

• Connect with a global network

Mr.Vikram Sivalingam

+91-9176699658

+91-44-65555741

vikram.siva@irimglobal.com

International Research Institute for Manufacturing  

Level 6, 10/11, Chennai Citi Centre,  

Dr Radha Krishnan Salai,

Mylapore, Chennai 600004, India

Ph: +91-44-65555742 | www.irimglobal.com

Please send your enrollment form to: Enquiries on the awards process,  
please contact


